
Hints for Harvard Puzzle "Annex" 
 
Parentheses around a clue mean that a letter must be omitted from the answer before it 
will fit in the grid. Numbers in parentheses indicate lengths of answers, and an asterisk * 
indicates a capitalized word. 
 
 
Across 
1. Indecent position (4) 
2. (Bread provided in hospitals) (4) 
3. Agreement satisfied with son replacing tribe's 

leader (7) 
4. (Fear the native carrying clay) (7) 
5. Tops turned clockwise ultimately in the great 

beyond (5) 
6. (Denise, lacking a grain of intellect, is slow 

to understand) (5) 
7. Contrivance of French wickedness (6) 
8. Had a reason to take on a challenge (4) 
9. Bond formed by Penny embracing yours 

truly (6) 
10. Starting Sunday, dwarf will get to walk (6) 
11. (Book, volume, and ring) (6) 
12. Mystery entry (9) 
13. Labor Earl abandons to clean for uncle (6) 
14. Barb of wasp in eluant (5) 
15. Unproductive brother takes wife's place in 

crowded quarters (6) 
16. (Used to getting thrown or put out) (6) 
17. Section of Atlanta realty (4) 
18. Steer uncertainly at end of belt-way (6) 
19. Current or new fruit (5) 
20. Give a tie back (5) 
21. (Fodder or herb containing essence of dill) 

(6) 
22. *City of Amsterdam established (4) 
23. (Corrupt; defective; see bad) (6) 

Down 
1. Churchman possesses a scientific device (7) 
2. (Orange car driven with pride) (9) 
3. (Escort discarding one for ace and straight) (6) 
4. Let Chuck enter before beginning of drama (6) 
5. (Don, in turn, going astray at a region of 

frozen ground) (6) 
6. Undressed and covered with net to replace 

cape (5) 
7. (Book removed from trash in shelter) (6) 
8. Small morning vessel or skiff (6) 
9. For example, a beaver lodge is covered with 

decayed matter (6) 
10. Fence for catching fish made of bent wire (4) 
11. Harvard dropped out of test market (4) 
12. Moss or algae covering rail (4) 
13. Posed in class attire (3) 
14. Damaged pieces including large shade (7) 
15. Deer will go up to take in carbon and energy  

or go back (6) 
16. Brought together to play in duet (6) 
17. Good French/English atlas, for instance (4) 
18. Male agent on the run is one who attracts (6) 
19. Without starting, she also never stopped (4) 
20. See Gaelic poem (5) 
21. Rewrite ads about Independent platform (4) 
22. (Cut contains normal bony growth) (6) 
23. (Frantically cabled home: "At the End. Total 

Failure") (7) 

 


